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The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law
Criminal Law 	 							Fall Term, 2014
Professor Douglas Berman							December 15, 2014


FINAL EXAMINATION 
(Total Time: 3½ hours)

1.  Please answer each of the THREE questions in a different blue book or on a separate typed page.   Remember to number each blue book or typed page, and to write your anonymous exam number on the cover of each blue book or in the corner of each typed page.  The exam has7 total pages (including this cover page); make sure your copy includes all the pages.

2.  This is an open-book examination and open-network exam. You may refer to any outside sources when answering the questions. 

3.  You will have 3.5 hours to answer the entire exam.  I have indicated approximate time allocations for each question (with 30 minutes to spare), and my grading calculations will be weighted accordingly.  Think quality and clarity: time spent organizing your answers is often time well spent.

4.  Your answer should apply the law as necessary and appropriate.  Refer or describe legal authorities only in the detail necessary to make your point.  Do not discuss unnecessary legal principles.  If additional facts are necessary to address any issue, make the appropriate assumptions and state them in your answer.  Do not create unnecessary facts.

5.  I will make visits to the exam room in case there are any administration problems.  Do not contact me (or another student) for assistance with a question.  Deal with any ambiguities or uncertainties in a question by referring to them in your answer.

6.  When you are finished, make sure you have signed the pledge.

7.  Thank you for a wonderful semester, and good luck!



General Fact Applicable to All Questions

	Unless otherwise expressly stated in the question, all events occurred in the State of Oliwood, which has adopted in its criminal code all of the provisions of the Model Penal Code that we have discussed in class.

Question I  (65 Minutes)

	As a result of political activism throughout 2013, the Oliwood legislature in early 2014 enacted new laws and revised regulations to allow adults 21 and older to legally possess marijuana for recreational use and to permit others to distribute marijuana for medical use.  This legislation, known as We Endeavor to Eradicate Debilitating Disabling Pain and Problems Act of 2014 (the “WEEDD Pain and Problems Act” or “WEEDD”), set up a detailed regime regulating the cultivation and distribution of marijuana, and it included this criminal provision:

Oliwood Criminal Code § 420.18: Unlawful Medical Marijuana Distribution to Juveniles.  
No person shall knowingly provide marijuana in any form to anyone under 18 years of age unless the juvenile has both a doctor’s recommendation and parental permission to use marijuana for a medical purpose.  Violators of this statute shall be fined up to $10,000 and/or be required to engage in at least 100 hours of community service.  A violation of this statute shall be a felony subject to punishment up to 10 years in prison if it results in a juvenile suffering serious physical harm.

	Mary Jane Sockarmum, a stay-at-home Oliwood mother of two teenagers, was a prominent public advocate for the Oliwood WEEDD law, inspired in part by her own positive experiences using medical marijuana to help with her anxiety problems when she lived in California.  Recently, Sockarmum’s close friend Sarah Maternil, aware that Sockarmum advocated marijuana use to help treat anxiety disorders, shared her concerns about the stresses her son Justin was feeling as during his first semester at Oliwood State University.  

	Maternil explained that Justin had been diagnosed with an anxiety disorder as a young teenager and managed stress through high school with the aid of prescription medications.  But, Maternil continued, Justin was always bothered by the side-effects of this medication (which included some suicidal thoughts), and while in college Justin was trying to avoid taking these prescription medications at all.  Maternil said she was concerned Justin’s happiness and performance at Oliwood State was been diminished by his anxiety, and she asked Sockarmum whether she thought Justin might benefit from using marijuana to deal with stress.  Sockarmum warned her friend that different people can have different experiences with marijuana, but she offered Maternil a small quantity of her own home-grown marijuana to enable Justin to discover for himself whether the drug provided him with relief.

	During the Thanksgiving holiday weekend, Justin Maternil visited the Sockarmum household.  Justin reported that he had used the small amount of marijuana which Sockarmum had provided to Justin’s mom and that it had helped him considerably at Oliwood State.  Justin explained that he often had a difficult time staying focused and calm while working on a research paper or studying for an exam.  But after consuming the marijuana provided by Sockarmum, Justin continued, he was able to stay focused and calm for an extended period while studying.  Justin then politely asked if Sockarmum might be willing and able to provide him with more marijuana for his use during his upcoming finals period.

	Sockarmum, smiling broadly, said she was pleased her marijuana had helped Justin with his anxiety problems.  Sockarmum then asked Justin whether his parents were aware he had come seeking more marijuana and whether he had consulted with his family doctor about a formal recommendation for medical marijuana.  Justin replied that he had been unable to get an appointment with his family doctor during the short period he was home for the Thanksgiving break and that his mom urged him to ask Sockarmum for more marijuana because he could not see his family doctor before heading back to Oliwood State.  Justin assured Sockarmum that he would only consume marijuana if he felt significant anxiety during the finals period, and he promised her that he would seek a formal medical marijuana recommendation from his family doctor when he returned home from Oliwood State after his finals.  Justin also said that without marijuana to help manage his stress, he might have to go back to using his prescription medications and feared the suicidal thoughts those medications had stimulated.      

	Reassured Justin would use her marijuana responsibly and now fearful how Justin might try to cope without her marijuana, Sockarmum told Justin she would help him out.  Taking a large plastic container filled with her home-grown marijuana from a nearby cabinet, Sockarmum told Justin that she was give him more than enough to help get him through finals.  She warned Justin that some folks on a college campus are always eager to get their hands on marijuana, and she urged Justin not to tell anyone at Oliwood State that he had a sizeable supply of marijuana.        
	         
   	A few weeks later, Sockarmum received a phone call from her friend Sarah Maternil.  Distraught, Maternil reported that the previous evening her son Justin had taken fatal fall while at an Oliwood State house party celebrating the end of finals.  Maternil told Sockarmum that, according to a police report, an acquaintance of one of Justin’s friends had heard that Justin was marijuana dealer and had demanded Justin sell him some of the drug.  When Justin refused to talk with this person, this person became belligerent and aggressively shoved Justin while they were both standing on a second-story balcony.  According to witnesses, Justin stumbled forcefully against an old balcony railing which gave way under his weight, and Justin fell to his death.  After recounting this tragic tale, Maternil sobbed to Sockarmum, “I should not have let Justin go off to college so young.  He was only 17 and had his whole life ahead of him.”

	Throughout their conversation, Mary Jane Sockarmum consoled her friend Sarah Maternil concerning her son’s shocking demise.  Sockarmum was terribly saddened to learn that Justin died so young, and she was also surprised and concerned to learn that Justin was still a juvenile when she had given him lots of marijuana to help him through finals.  Sockarmum was also worried that Justin might have shared or even sold some of the marijuana she had given him.     

	After hearing about Justin’s death, Sockarmum contacts you seeking advice about her potential criminal liability.  Sockarmum is certain investigators will learn from Maternil that she had provided marijuana to Justin, and she is concerned about possible charges that could be brought by the Oliwood prosecutor under Oliwood law.  She has asked you to prepare a memorandum which discusses and candidly assesses her potential criminal liability and any viable defenses she could have (1) for any charges brought pursuant to all the provisions of Oliwood Criminal Code § 420.18, and (2) for any Oliwood homicide charges.   



Question II  (75 Minutes)

	Donald O’Dainty, a student at Oliwood State Business School, has closely followed recent developments and controversies surrounding police use of deadly force in Missouri and New York and elsewhere.  Donald was interested in these developments in part because his father and other family members were police officers in a rural part of northern Ohio where he grew up.  And, ever the budding capitalist, Donald also saw a business opportunity: Donald ordered on-line, at a discount for bulk orders, a huge number of t-shirts in various colors printed with the slogans “Hands Up, Don’t Shoot,” “I Can’t Breathe” and “Black Lives Matter,” and he re-sold these t-shirts to students at Oliwood State for more than twice what he paid for them.       

Donald sold many t-shirts at Oliwood State, but he still had hundreds more shirts in his supply when most OSU students had left campus after finals.  Donald decided he should go to Cleveland to sell his remaining t-shirts where there were enduring concerns about police abuses.  Donald rented a delivery van and loaded it with his t-shirts, some personal items and a sleeping bag.  Donald hoped to sell his remaining t-shirts quickly in Cleveland before heading home to rural Ohio; he figured he would sleep in the rental van when he was not selling his shirts.       

Donald learned from interent research that protesters often assembled by Cleveland’s City Hall, and that organized protests took place on Mondays during City Council meetings.  After driving to Cleveland on a Sunday morning, Donald found a convenient spot at a park near City Hall for locating his van and setting up a display to showcase his t-shirts to passers-by.  

Donald discovered that only a few white persons in Cleveland would stop to look at and buy his shirts and that no persons of color would stop to look at or buy his shirts.  After a few hours of poor sales, Donald asked a young African-American man walking by why he thought only white persons were buying his shirts.  This young man, Vin Veisel, told Donald that people of color likely saw him as just another white guy seeking to make a quick buck from minority community problems.  Vin pulled out his smart phone and showed Donald a few websites that urged people of color to boycott non-minority merchants who sought merely to profit from social problems in minority communities.  

Donald thanked Vin and asked whether he thought t-shirt sales might improve if he hired a person of color as a salesperson. Vin responded that, if Donald gave him half his profits and some free shirts, he would help him try to sell his wares.  After Donald agreed, Vin put on one of the t-shirts and started actively urging folks on the street to buy “his shirts.”  Donald was pleased to see Vin was a masterful salesperson and that persons of every heritage now stopped to look at his t-shirts.  With Vin’s help, Donald quickly sold well over a hundred t-shirts and many times the number Donald had been able to sell earlier in the day.  After a couple of hours of brisk sales, Vin told Donald he had to get going.  Donald gave Vin his share of the profits for the recent sales and asked whether Vin could return on Monday to help with sales again.  Vin said he could help again Monday afternoon only if he could bring along his little brother.  Donald said, “Sure, Vin, I cannot wait to meet your little brother.  And if he is half the salesman you are, Vin, we will finish selling off my final few hundred t-shirts in no time.”
       
After Vin departed and night fell, Donald decided to get some rest by packing up his t-shirt display and getting comfortably situated within the cargo area of his van for the night.  Donald stretched out his sleeping bag and took a sandwich and a few beers from the portable cooler he had packed.  While he consumed his dinner, Donald decided to check out on his iPad some websites Vin had showed him earlier in the day which urged people of color to boycott non-minority merchants seeking to profit from minority community problems.  

Donald was surprised to discover a Cleveland community website in which someone had posted an entry titled “What’s With White Crackers Selling Protest Shirts?”.  Donald’s surprise turned to consternation as this posting expressed anger about recent events and concluded: “And now some white guy (undercover cop?) is selling protest t-shirts near City Hall!?!?”  In the comments to this posting, someone else had written “Did you see the white/cop guy had an Uncle Tom helping him?  I bet his ancestors were in the slave trade!”  Donald’s consternation then turned to fear when he saw these additional anonymous comments in the thread: 
--- “The white guy’s van is still parked by City Hall.” 
--- “Let’s paint some protest slogans all over that van tonight.”
--- “Forget slogans, SMASHING an undercover van will send a message to the cops”   

	Fearing the worst, Donald decided he ought not risk damage to his rented van or to himself by staying in Cleveland.  After downing one last beer, Donald climbed out of the rear cargo section of the van and swiftly headed to the driver-side door of the vehicle.  As he headed to the front of the van, Donald noticed in the distance what he thought were a group of young men pointing at him and moving in his direction.  Panicking, Donald jumped into the van’s driver’s seat and fumbled with the keys.  As he started the van’s ignition, Donald thought he heard people running up to his van, and he heard someone shout, “Where are you are going?”.  

As he shifted the ignition into drive, Donald turned on the van’s headlights and saw a young African-American man standing right in front of the van.  Donald honked the van’s horn and waved for the youngster to get out of the way.  As he was gesturing, Donald heard someone banging on the side of the van and yelling “Get out here!”  Fearing what might happen next, Donald stepped on the gas pedal and starting driving straight ahead.  The young man in front of the van tried to jump out of the van’s path, but Donald could feel something under the wheels of the van as he it moved forward.  

Apparently afraid to stop to see exactly what was happening, Donald continued to hit the gas pedal and drove off to a police station that he knew was nearby.  After running into the police station and reporting that he narrowly escaped an attack by a gang of youths, Donald asked officers to accompanying him back to the scene to check on whether he might have hurt anyone during his escape.  

As they returned to where the van had been parked, Donald recognized Vin Veisil stooped over a still body lying in the street.  Seeing the police, Vin yelled “Arrest that guy driving that van.  I helped him sell t-shirts here today and brought my little brother to meet him.  But he just ran my brother over with his van and crushed his skull!!  He was only 12-years-old, and now he is dead!”    
Vin and his family are understandably very upset by the death of Vin’s little brother and they are eager for Donald to be prosecuted for his death.  You are an assistant district attorney in Ohio, and your supervisor knows you are an expert in the laws of both Ohio and Oliwood.  He has thus asked you to write a memo explaining the possibilities for, and the challenges potentially posed by, pursuing various criminal homicide charges (1) in Oliwood, and (2) in Ohio.  Your supervisor wants your memo to discuss the range of homicide possibilities and challenges in both jurisdictions because there might possibly be a basis to prosecute Donald in either jurisdiction.  He also tells you, in case it might impact your homicide analysis, that Donald was indisputably committing a misdemeanor offense in Ohio by selling goods on a city street without a commercial sales license. 
  
Your supervisor adds that, in the wake of all the recent developments and controversies surrounding police use of deadly force in Missouri and New York and elsewhere, many will be interested in and concerned about how the legal system responds to the death of another unarmed African-American youngster.  Given this reality, your supervisor wants your memo, after thoroughly discussing the doctrinal realities that could impact Donald’s prosecution in Oliwood and Ohio, to at least briefly discuss your views as to which jurisdiction’s laws would likely help best achieve retributivist justice and utilitarian goals.  In other words, after discussing the application of homicide doctrines in Ohio and Oliwood, your memo should recommend a preferred jurisdiction for Donald’s prosecution with reference to the classic theories of punishment.   
Question III  (40 minutes)   

You are an aide to Ohio state representative, I.M. Sensibal.  He hired you to help him better understand and assess proposed reforms to the Ohio Revised Code dealing with criminal justice issues.  And Representative Sensibal is eager now to get your input on a bill recently introduced in the General Assembly to add various new provisions to Ohio’s murder statute and related statutes.

 Representative Sensibal explains to you the key provisions of Ohio House Bill 508.  This bill would add a subsection to O.R.C. § 2903.02 which would make a person guilty of murder if he “shall cause the death of another … as a proximate result of the offender’s selling the other person” an illegal drug.  Another subsection of this Bill provides that any person who is convicted of this particular form of murder will be sentenced to life imprisonment with eligibility for parole only after 20 years of imprisonment.  In other words, H.B. 508 will require a defendant to serve a mandatory minimum term of at least 20 years in state prison if convicted of causing a death as the proximate result of selling illegal drugs.

Representative Sensibal knows that Ohio law already has lots of homicide provisions and a range of punishments for persons involved in illegal drug activities.  He also is familiar with U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder’s recent speeches about the growth of America’s prison population in recent decades.  Representative Sensibal thus wonders whether this new law is really needed as well as whether its provisions are theoretically and practically sound.  He wants you to write a memo expressing your views on H.B. 508 and providing advice on whether Representative Sensibal should support this bill or even consider serving as a cosponsor.   

Specifically, Representative Sensibal wants you to write him a memorandum which provides your informed and thoughtful perspective on (A) whether there are any potentially problematic doctrinal and/or practical issues which could arise if this proposed new murder provision became law, and (B) whether and how you believe the classic theories of punishment provides reasons to support and/or reasons to oppose this proposed new murder provision.

	Representative Sensibal does not want you to worry about formalistic bill drafting issues; he just wants your memo to provide your distinct wisdom and insights concerning this proposal from practical and theoretical perspectives.  He is hoping and expecting that you will reference classic theories of punishment in the course of explaining and justifying your views on this proposed addition to the murder provision of the Ohio Revised Code.  He is also hoping and expecting you will address how the work of Ohio prosecutors and Ohio defense attorneys might be practically/functionally impacted by this proposed addition to the murder provision of the Ohio Revised Code.
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